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Introduction
Lipid droplets (LD) are the major lipid storage organelles of
eukaryotic cells. They are involved in cell metabolism, signaling
and the building of organelle membranes.

Method
The combination of standard and machine learning segmentation processes and the novelty of using colocalization methods together with
skeletonization allows the automated detection of LD-Mitochondria contacts from a large number of fluorescence images. The following workflow
was automated in an ImageJ macro script (1,2),

In order to achieve all their functions, LDs communicate with other
organelles (Endoplasmic Reticulum, LD, Mitochondria, Peroxisomes
and Vacuoles) forming extensive contacts to transfer material, mainly
proteins and lipids. Contacts between these organelles have been
described and characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) as it resolves at the membranes scale where these contacts
take place. Nevertheless, this characterization by TEM can only be
done for a few cells. By using fluorescence microscopy and image
analysis this characterization can be extended to hundreds of
cells.

Aim
Fluorescence Image analysis allows to segment specifically LD and
organelles and quantify their “possible contact” regions, cell by cell, and
to obtain cellular population data by the analysis of numerous cells and
conditions. In this work, we describe an image analysis method to
identify contacts between LD and mitochondria, and to quantify
and express them relatively to these organelles’ morphometry.

This workflow was used over a set of several confocal images from fluorescently labeled HEK293 cells (Mitochondria (TOM20), LD (BODIPY),
PLIN5 and nuclei (DAPI)), acquired to analyze contacts between mitochondria and LD under lipopolysaccharide treatment (LPS), a bacterial
component activator of the innate immunity, and PLIN5 expression, a LD-mitochondria tethering protein (4).
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Results
The novel use of skeletonization combined with colocalization methods allows the automatic quantification of LD-Mitochondria contacts
together with a complete characterization of cell and organelles parameters (such as perimeter, area, distribution and shape descriptors),
in different cell populations.
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Figure: LD (green), Mitochondria (red) ,Nuclei (Blue) and Plin5-Flag tag (purple) (4)

Conclusions
The described image analysis workflow unveils a wide range
of possibilities in the automatic quantification of LD
contacts with other organelles, allowing the normalization
and correlation with multiple morphometric parameters of the
cell.
Moreover, its application in a large number of fluorescence
images enables the use of HCS and HCA, highly increasing
the quality and statistical confidence of the results (4).
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Figure: Published results obtained using the novel method presented through fluorescence
microscopy and image analysis. LPS treatment reduced contacts between LDs and mitochondria,
while PLIN5 expression increase LD-mitochondria contacts, even in the presence of LPS(4).
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